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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Patients with a history of
myocardial infarction (MI) are at very high risk
of subsequent cardiovascular events. This study
evaluated the association of treatment intensity
and adherence to lipid-lowering therapies (LLT)
with major adverse cardiovascular events
(MACE) among post-MI patients in Germany.

Methods: We carried out a retrospective cohort
study using German health claims data
(2010–2015). We included patients C 18 years,
with a history of MI and who started an LLT
(statin and/or ezetimibe), between 2011 and
2013. The follow-up period started 1 year after
the second LLT prescription and continued until
MACE, all-cause death or December 31, 2015,
whichever occurred first. Treatment intensity
was classified based on expected low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol reduction; adherence
was measured by the proportion of days covered
using prescription data. A combined adherence-
adjusted intensity variable was created by mul-
tiplying intensity and adherence. We used Cox
proportional hazards models to control for age,
sex, Charlson Comorbidity Index and other car-
diovascular risk factors at baseline.
Results: A total of 14,944 patients were inclu-
ded. Mean age was 66.7 (SD = 13.0) years;
68.7% of patients were men. Each 10% increase
in treatment intensity, adherence, or adher-
ence-adjusted intensity was associated with a
decrease in the risk of MACE of 17% (HR = 0.83,
95% CI 0.79–0.87), 5% (HR = 0.95, 95% CI
0.94–0.97), and 14% (HR = 0.86, 95% CI
0.83–0.90), respectively.
Conclusions: Higher treatment intensity and/
or adherence of LLT was associated with signif-
icantly lower risk of MACE in post-MI patients.
Strategies to tailor intensity to patient profiles
and improve adherence could reduce the risk of
cardiovascular events.
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Key Summary Points

Patients with a history of myocardial
infarction (MI) are at very high risk of
subsequent cardiovascular events.
Adequate lipid-lowering therapy (LLT)
helps prevent such events.

In patients with a history of MI who
started an LLT (statin and/or ezetimibe),
each 10% increase in treatment intensity,
adherence, or adherence-adjusted
intensity is associated with a decrease in
the risk of major adverse cardiovascular
events (MI, stroke, or cardiovascular
death) of 17% (HR = 0.83, 95% CI
0.79–0.87), 5% (HR = 0.95, 95% CI
0.94–0.97), and 14% (HR = 0.86, 95% CI
0.83–0.90), respectively.

Higher treatment intensity and/or
adherence of LLT was associated with
significantly lower risk of major adverse
cardiovascular events in post-MI patients.

DIGITAL FEATURES

This article is published with digital features,
including a summary slide, to facilitate under-
standing of the article. To view digital features
for this article go to https://doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.14061737.

INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a major driver
of morbidity and mortality worldwide [1, 2],
and is the most common cause of death in
Germany [3]. Risk factors for CVD are multi-
factorial and include both modifiable (e.g.
smoking, dyslipidaemia and lack of physical

activity) and non-modifiable (e.g. type 2 dia-
betes or family history of cardiovascular disease)
factors [4, 5]. Elevated low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (LDL-C) is one of the most common,
causal, major modifiable risk factors for the
development of CVD [1]. Reducing LDL-C is
part of a broader framework of CVD prevention
in Europe, with lipid-lowering therapies (LLT)
recommended as preventative measures against
CVD [1, 6, 7].

The effectiveness of LLT relies on both
treatment intensity and adherence. Patients at
risk for cardiovascular events may not receive
the full benefit of LLT if intensity, adherence or
both are suboptimal [8]. Current European and
German guidelines focus on patients’ CVD his-
tory, co-morbidities and LDL-C levels to guide
the intensity of LLT. Patients with history of
myocardial infarction (MI) are considered by
the guidelines to be at very high risk for subse-
quent cardiovascular events. For these very
high-risk patients, the guidelines recommend
aggressive lowering of LDL-C by at least 50%
from the baseline level and below 1.4 mmol/L
[1, 6, 7]. While higher intensity and adherence
of LLT has been associated with greater reduc-
tions in LDL-C [9] and improved cardiovascular
outcomes [10, 11], physicians may still be
hesitant to prescribe more intensive LLT due to
intolerance to statins, potential side effects at
higher doses (e.g. rhabdomyolysis or myalgia)
and/or lack of awareness of the guidelines’ rec-
ommendations [12].

The aim of the current study was to evaluate
the association of treatment intensity and
adherence to LLT (statins and/or ezetimibe)
with the risk of major adverse cardiovascular
events (MACE) among post-MI patients in
Germany.

METHODS

We conducted a retrospective cohort study
using linked data from an anonymised German
health claims database, Forschungsdatenbank
des InGef-Institut für angewandte Ver-
sorgungsforschung Berlin GmbH, which con-
tains data on an estimated 4 million insured
individuals from 69 German statutory health
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insurances. Data are standardised to the age and
sex distribution of the Federal Statistical Office
based on the year 2013 [13]. The database is
representative of the overall German popula-
tion with regards to measures of morbidity,
mortality and drug usage [14], but does not
include privately insured patients, who repre-
sent about 10% of German population. All data
used in the study are explicitly approved by the
involved statutory health insurances for health
care research usage according to §287 or §75 of
the German social security law.

The study included adult patients
(C 18 years) who initiated their first LLT
between January 1, 2011 and December 31,
2013, had C 2 filled prescriptions for a statin or
ezetimibe alone or in combination within the
first year of treatment, and had documented
evidence of MI (Fig. 1). Statin prescription was

identified by ATC code (which provides the
name of the drug), pack information (which
details the number of units in a pack) and the
date of billing. In order to determine that the
record represented the first initiation of a statin
and/or ezetimibe, the year prior to the recorded
prescription of a statin and/or ezetimibe was
examined to ensure that no statin/ezetimibe
was taken during that year. For each patient, the
date of the second LLT prescription was defined
as the index date. The baseline period for
assessing demographics and comorbidities was
defined as the period before the index date. The
follow-up period then started 1 year after the
index date and continued until MACE (hospi-
talisation for MI, ischaemic stroke or CV death),
all-cause death, or the end of follow-up (De-
cember 31, 2015), whichever occurred first.

Fig. 1 Study design
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Exposures and Outcomes

LDL-C values were not available in the database,
therefore only treatment intensity was used in
the analysis. Intensity of statin therapy was
classified based on the expected LDL-C reduction
as described in the American College of Cardiol-
ogy and American Heart Association guidelines
as well as national guidelines for chronic car-
diovascular disease in Germany (Fig. 1)
[13, 15, 16]. The classification is also in line with
the one used by EUROASPIRE IV survey [4]. The
classification of treatment intensity reflected all
doses of all statins prescribed in Germany at the
time of study. Adherence was measured annually
by the proportion of days covered (PDC) using
prescription data [17–19]. Patients with a
PDC C 80% were defined as adherent [20].

Treatment intensity and adherence were
evaluated as both categorical and continuous
variables. As a categorical variable, intensity was
based on the most frequently used intensity for
the year (i.e. the statistical mode), and was
determined annually taking into consideration
all doses in a given year; intensity was then
categorized as low, moderate or high with
regard to the dose and type of LLT used (Fig. 1).
Based on its LDL-C lowering effect, as demon-
strated in clinical trials [21], ezetimibe
monotherapy was considered low intensity,
while a combination of a statin with ezetimibe
was considered high intensity. Adherence was
defined as a categorical variable: non-adherent
(PDC\80%) or adherent (PDC C 80%). Cate-
gorical variables were only used for descriptive
purposes. As a continuous variable, intensity
was defined based on the expected percent of
LDL-C reduction, while adherence was defined
as PDC by the therapy. In keeping with a similar
earlier study [8], a continuous variable of
adherence-adjusted intensity was created by
multiplying adherence by treatment intensity
variable. This combined measure represented a
regimen’s intensity after accounting for
adherence.

The primary outcome measure was a com-
posite outcome of a MACE, which
included hospitalisation for an MI, ischaemic
stroke or cardiovascular death. Since cause of
death is not recorded in the German database,

for the purposes of this study, cardiovascular
death was defined as a death that occurred
within 30 days after a cardiovascular event.

Statistical Analysis

Cox proportional hazards regression models
were used to evaluate the association of treat-
ment intensity and adherence with the risk of
MACE. Three separate models were used to
evaluate the continuous variables of treatment
intensity, adherence and the combined variable
of adherence-adjusted intensity. Intensity and
adherence measures were included as time-
varying covariates and updated annually. Indi-
viduals who received no treatment during the
entire year were included in the reference group
for that year. Because the adherence and treat-
ment intensity measures, as well as the year of
follow-up, were included as time-varying
covariates and updated annually, patients
moved into and out of the reference group over
time as a function of their time-varying
covariates.

The following covariates and comorbid con-
ditions were adjusted for and treated as fixed
covariates in the models: age (continuous vari-
able), sex (reference: female), history of chronic
CVD conditions (any of the following: carotid
stenosis, peripheral artery disease, abdominal
aortic aneurysm, or other cardiac ischaemia;
reference: no), type 2 diabetes (reference: no),
chronic kidney disease stage 4–5 (reference: no),
atrial fibrillation (reference: no), anti-throm-
botic medication use (reference: no), hyperten-
sion (reference: no), Charlson Comorbidity
Index (reference: 1) and acute cardiovascular
hospitalisation in the past year (reference: no).
Each model was stratified on covariates that did
not meet the proportional hazards assumption.
All results were evaluated at a statistical signifi-
cance level of a = 0.05 (two-sided). All statistical
analyses were conducted using SAS� v.9.4. (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Compliance with Ethics Guidelines

All authors provided substantial contributions
to the conception, design of the work, and the
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acquisition, analysis and interpretation of the
data for the work. All authors are in agreement
to be accountable for all aspects of the work in
ensuring the questions related to the accuracy
or integrity of any part of the work are appro-
priately investigated and resolved. All authors
give final approval of the version to be pub-
lished. The Vendor (Elsevier) has permissions to
access the data from InGef. The study received
access to aggregated anonymised data outputs
only, and as such no additional ethical approval
was needed.

RESULTS

A total of 14,944 patients met the study inclu-
sion criteria (Supplementary Figure A) and were
followed for a mean of 2.9 [standard deviation
(SD) = 1.1] years. The patients were on average
66.7 (SD = 13.0) years old, 68.7% of patients
were men, 68.3% had a Charlson Comorbidity
Index of 2 or more, 89.3% had hypertension
and 93.6% used antithrombotic medications. At
index date, 86.4% were prescribed moderate-
intensity statins and only 6.6% were prescribed
high-intensity statins (Table 1).

The proportion of patients prescribed high-
intensity statins increased from 9.3 to 13.2%
over the 4-year follow-up (Table 2). Concur-
rently, the proportion of patients who discon-
tinued their therapy increased from 9.6%
during the first year of follow-up to 20.7%
during the fourth year. Over 80% of patients
remained on moderate-intensity statins during
follow-up. At baseline, 66.8% of patients were
adherent to their LLT (PDC C 0.8). This pro-
portion did not change markedly during the
follow-up period, with between 61.7 and 69.5%
of patients on LLT remaining adherent to their
regimens (Table 2).

Primary Outcome

We observed a total of 668 MACE across 44,756
person-years, resulting in a rate of 14.9/1000
person-years. Association of treatment intensity
and/or adherence with MACE is shown in Fig. 2.
Both intensity and adherence were indepen-
dently associated with a reduced risk of MACE.

Every 10% increase in treatment intensity (LDL-
C lowering) was associated with a 17% reduc-
tion in risk of MACE [hazard ratio (HR) = 0.83,
95% confidence interval (CI) 0.79–0.87]. Simi-
larly, every 10% increase in adherence was
associated with a 5% reduction in risk of MACE
(HR = 0.95, 95% CI 0.94–0.97). When mod-
elling the combined measure of adherence-ad-
justed intensity, every 10% increase in
adherence-adjusted intensity was associated
with a 14% lower risk of MACE (HR = 0.86, 95%
CI 0.83–0.90) (Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION

We assessed the association of treatment
intensity and adherence to LLT with MACE
among post-MI patients in Germany. Among
patients with a previous MI, we found that a
10% increase in intensity, adherence or adher-
ence-adjusted intensity of LLT was associated
with 17%, 5% and 14% lowered risk of MACE,
respectively. Treatment intensity was a stronger
driver of overall effectiveness of LLT in post-MI
patients, as adherence was relatively stable dur-
ing the follow-up. Our findings are in line with
evidence from the Cholesterol Treatment Trial-
ists which found that more intensive treatment
led to a 15% reduction in major vascular events
(including coronary death, non-fatal MI and
ischaemic stroke) compared to less intensive
regimens [9]. Further, in our study, a relatively
low proportion of patients were on high-inten-
sity statins, and as, such, the effect of adherence
was minimal.

In the present study, no more than 13% of
patients at any time were on high-intensity
treatment, which is similar to another German
database study that found that between 8% and
12% of patients were on a high-intensity statin
in a given year [22]. This low use of high-in-
tensity statins does not align with the ESC/EAS
guidelines for the management of dyslipi-
daemia for those at very high risk of cardiovas-
cular events. The ESC/EAS guidelines that were
in effect at the time of the study recommended
an LDL-C reduction below 1.8 mmol/L (70 mg/
dL) or at least 50% from baseline LDL-C level
[6]. Current ESC/EAS guidelines recommend
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics of the study population (n = 14,944)

Characteristic

Age at LLT Initiation, mean (SD) years 66.7 (13.0)

Sex, n (%) male 10,267 (68.7%)

Follow-up time, mean (SD) years 2.9 (1.1)

Charlson Comorbidity Index, n (%)

1 4731 (31.7%)

2? 10,213 (68.3%)

Cardiovascular conditions, n (%)

Carotid stenosis 1121 (7.5%)

Peripheral artery disease 1697 (11.4%)

Abdominal aortic aneurysm 247 (1.7%)

Other cardiac ischaemia 14,533 (97.3%)

Cardiovascular hospitalisation in the past year, n (%)

Myocardial infarction 12,295 (82.3%)

Unstable angina 1211 (8.1%)

Ischaemic stroke 647 (4.3%)

Transient ischaemic attack 176 (1.2%)

Revascularisation 10,775 (72.1%)

Type 2 diabetes, n (%) 3844 (25.7%)

Chronic kidney disease (stage 4 and 5), n (%) 497 (3.3%)

Atrial fibrillation, n (%) 3071 (20.6%)

Hypertension, n (%) 13,339 (89.3%)

Use of antithrombotic medications, n (%) 13,981 (93.6%)

Initial lipid-lowering therapy, n (%)

High-intensity statin 983 (6.6%)

Moderate-intensity statin 12,906 (86.4%)

Low-intensity statin 666 (4.5%)

Statin ? ezetimibea 284 (1.9%)

Ezetimibe aloneb 105 (0.7%)

LLT lipid lowering therapy, SD standard deviation
a Therapy with a statin and ezetimibe was considered high-intensity LLT
b Therapy with ezetimibe alone was considered low intensity LLT
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even lower treatment goals: 1.4 mmol/L
(55 mg/dL) and at least 50% reduction from
baseline LDL-C level [1]. As observed in the
results of five EUROASPIRE surveys conducted
in countries across Europe over the last several
years, these treatment goals can rarely be
achieved without high-intensity statin therapy,
and often require the addition of a non-statin
therapy. Moreover, the EUROASPIRE surveys
demonstrate that most coronary patients have
less than optimal management of LDL-C
resulting in a high proportion of patients not

achieving the treatment goals recommended by
ESC/EAS guidelines [23–25].

Benefits of statins will only be observed if
patients adhere to treatment. However, the
reasons for suboptimal adherence to statins are
not well understood. Hypotheses for lack of
adherence include statin intolerance, harmful
media reports that doubt the effectiveness of
LLT or exaggerate the side effects of statin
therapy, and the perception of receiving treat-
ments for asymptomatic conditions [26]. From
a patient perspective, adverse events have been

Fig. 2 Association of treatment intensity and/or adherence with risk of MACE as hazard ratio (a) and by percentage
change (b)

Table 2 Treatment intensity and adherence, by year of follow-up

Index year Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

n 14,944 14,338 11,716 6890 2558

On LLT (%) 14,944 (100%) 12,956 (90.4%) 10,019 (85.5%) 5695 (82.7%) 2029 (79.3%)

High-intensitya (%) 1391 (9.3%) 1448 (11.2%) 1260 (12.6%) 695 (12.2%) 267 (13.2%)

Moderate-intensity (%) 12,787 (85.6%) 10,830 (83.6%) 8214 (82.0%) 4688 (82.3%) 1659 (81.8%)

Low-intensity (%) 766 (5.1%) 678 (5.2%) 545 (5.4%) 312 (5.5%) 103 (5.1%)

Not on LLT (%) – 1382 (9.6%) 1697 (14.5%) 1195 (17.3%) 529 (20.7%)

Adherent to LLTb (%) 9989 (66.8%) 7989 (61.7%) 6333 (63.2%) 3637 (63.9%) 1410 (69.5%)

a Proportions of patients on high-, moderate- and low-intensity LLT are calculated out of the number of patients who were
on LLT
b Adherence defined as proportion of days covered C 0.8; proportions are calculated out of those on LLT during each year
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cited as a common cause of statin discontinua-
tion [27]. A more recent study found that, in
patients with PDC\50% versus those with
PDC C 80%, the most commonly reported
concern of patients regarding statin use was the
preference to lower cholesterol with lifestyle
changes [28]. Further, the study found that the
patients with a lower perceived cardiovascular
risk were less likely to be adherent. Though
approximately one-third of patients will be
adherent to therapy just by being given a pre-
scription by their physician [26], identifying
barriers for the remaining patients and provid-
ing patient-focussed interventions, such as tai-
lored patient information and education, is
necessary to increase adherence.

There are several limitations to our study. As
with any retrospective health claims data anal-
ysis, data may be subject to coding limitations
and data entry errors leading to potential mis-
classification. However, the misclassification
would be non-differential with regards to LLT
exposure and, due to the large sample size, the
impact of such misclassification on the results is
likely to be minimal. Additionally, measures of
treatment intensity and adherence were based
on filled prescriptions; therefore, it was not
possible to ascertain whether the patients actu-
ally took the medication as prescribed. This
approach, including using PDC as a proxy for
adherence, has been used in other studies
[8, 17–19] and is in line with the guidelines set
out by the FDA sentinel program [29]. Not all
data elements were available in the database as
neither LDL-C levels nor cause of death were
included. Therefore, we could not ascertain the
effect of LLTs on LDL-C levels in the popula-
tion. Further, we had to assume that a death
that occurred within 30 days of a cardiovascular
event was caused by said event. It should also be
noted that treatment adherence may be related
to factors that are not quantifiable in this
analysis, such as lifestyle modifications. Finally,
we recognise that the study did not measure the
use of all medications that may impact the risk
of cardiovascular outcomes.

Our study also has several important
strengths. Having relied on a large claims data-
base, our study had a large sample representa-
tive of the German population in terms of

morbidity, mortality and drug usage [14]. Fur-
ther, considerable follow-up time allowed for
robust estimation of MACE rates. The retro-
spective observational study design allows for
the exploration of benefits of interventions
under real-world conditions, thereby increasing
the external validity of the results.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study highlight the impor-
tance of both LLT intensity and adherence in
lowering risk of MACE in patients at very high
risk of cardiovascular events. The majority of
German post-MI patients remain on moderate-
intensity statin therapy despite the recommen-
dations of the ESC/EAS guidelines for manage-
ment of dyslipidaemias [7]. Strategies that tailor
treatment intensity to patient risk profiles,
improve patient adherence to LLTs and ensure
that physicians follow the most recent guideli-
nes for reduction of LDL-C, could help optimize
lipid management in this population and pre-
vent future cardiovascular events in Germany.
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